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Nomenclature
D

inner nozzle diameter [mm]

u∞

Da

Damköhler number

xcr

velocity of cross flow [m/s]
critical length of flame lift-off trajectory
line in cross direction [m]

critical length of flame lift-off trajectory line

Lcr

Greek symbols
[m]

P∞

ambient pressure [kPa]



local flame diameter

R

momentum ratio of fuel flow to cross flow



thermal diffusivity [m2/s]

s

the arch length of trajectory line [m]

ρe

fuel density [kg/m3]

SL

laminar burning velocity [m/s]

ρ∞

ambient air density [kg/m3]

T

temperature [K]

ρco

coflow air density [kg/m3]

ucl

local centerline velocity [m/s]



angle between flame body and jet direction

uc

effective velocity for flame in cross flow [m/s]

m

mixing time in Eq. (1a)

uco

coflow velocity [m/s]

c

chemical reaction time in Eq. (1a)

uc,x

local centerline velocity in cross direction [m/s]

Subscripts

uc,y

local centerline velocity in jet direction [m/s]

∞

ambient

ue

velocity of fuel ejected from nozzle [m/s]

e

fuel

ueff

effective velocity for coflow flame [m/s]
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Abstract
The blow-out limits of nonpremixed turbulent jet flames in cross flows were studied, especially
concerning the effect of ambient pressure, by conducting experiments at atmospheric and
sub-atmospheric pressures. The combined effects of air flow and pressure were investigated by a
series of experiments conducted in a specially built wind tunnel in Lhasa, a city on the Tibetan
plateau where the altitude is 3650 m and the atmospheric pressure condition is naturally low (64 kPa).
These results were compared with results from a wind tunnel under standard atmospheric pressure
(100 kPa) in Hefei city (altitude 50 m). The size of the fuel nozzles used in the experiments ranged
from 3 to 8 mm in diameter and propane was used as the fuel. It was found that the blow-out limit
first increased and then decreased as the fuel jet velocity increased in both pressures, however, the
blow-out limit of the air speed of the cross flow was much lower under the sub-atmospheric pressure
than that under standard atmospheric pressure with the domain of the blow-out limit in a plot of the
air speed of the cross flow in relation to the fuel jet velocity shrank as the pressure decreased. A
theoretical model was developed to characterize the blow-out limit of nonpremixed jet flames in a
cross flow based on a Damköhler number, defined as the ratio between the mixing time and the
characteristic reaction time. A satisfactory correlation was obtained that included the effects of the air
speed of the crossflow, fuel jet velocity, nozzle diameter and pressure.
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1. Introduction
Flame stabilization of nonpremixed turbulent jet flames has been studied extensively because of
the fundamental importance of understanding physical mechanisms as well as because of the
importance of flame stabilization to burner design. Lift-off heights and blow-out limits are important
parameters in characterizing nonpremixed jet flame stability. Even under quiescent air conditions [1],
the stabilization of the blow-out is quite complex. Much research has been conducted to interpret this
behavior with several controlling mechanisms proposed [2-5]. Kalghatgi [4] developed a premixed
flame model and successfully quantified the blow-out stability limit of gaseous jet diffusion flames
in quiescent air with a universal non-dimensional formula. Broadwell et al. [5] proposed a large-scale
mixing model and defined as a criterion of the ratio between the chemical reaction time and the
turbulent mixing time to characterize the stability of turbulent diffusion flames. The effect of coflow
air on the blow-out limit was also investigated [6-15] and an effective velocity was proposed. The
effect of coflow air temperature was also studied [16, 17].
In contrast, although the flame stabilization of nonpremixed jet flames in cross flows is
practically important to combustor burners [18] as well as to flares employed for emergency venting
and gas separation of petrochemical and refinery stacks [19], studies of the blow-out limit in cross
flows are rather limited. Any cross flow makes the flame stabilization of nonpremixed jet flames
much more complicated by influencing turbulent mixing. As a consequence, quantifying flame
stabilization of nonpremixed jet flames in cross flow is very difficult. Previously, Kalghatgi [20]
proposed a widely applied empirical blow-out limit curve ( u / D vs ue / D ), where u0 and ue
are the velocities of the cross flow air and fuel jet, respectively, and D is the nozzle diameter. The
blow-out phenomenon was further discussed by Lee and Shin [21] and direct numerical simulations
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(DNS) of flame stabilization and blowout in a nitrogen-diluted hydrogen transverse jet were
conducted by Chen and coworkers [22-24]. However, a theoretical model is still needed to describe
the blow-out limits of nonpremixed turbulent jet flames in cross flows.
Concerning the pressure effect, there has been no published study on blow-out limits with cross
flows especially under the sub-atmospheric pressure condition, although such a condition is realistic,
for example, at high-altitude locations. Recently, several experiments [25-27] were carried out in
Lhasa, a city on the Tibetan plateau (altitude 3650 m; pressure 64 kPa). Combustion behaviors,
including lift-off [27], were found to differ appreciably from those under standard atmospheric
pressure (100 kPa). The blow-out limits with cross flows under sub-atmospheric pressure are
important and crucial to the design and use of diffusion jet burners and flares in high altitude regions
In this study, experiments were carried out using a specially built wind tunnel in Lhasa where
the atmospheric pressure is naturally low. Results from these experiments were compared with those
from a wind tunnel in Hefei, where the atmospheric pressure is standard to evaluate the effect of
pressure on blow-out limits in cross flows. A theoretical model was also developed to interpret
blow-out limit behaviors when the air speed of the cross flow as well as the ambient pressure were
varied.

2. Experiment
A wind tunnel was built in Lhasa, Tibet (altitude 3650 m) where the ambient pressure is P∞ = 64
kPa. The cross-section of the wind tunnel is 1.5 m in height and 1.2 m in width and its length is 10 m,
as schematically shown in Figure 1. In the tunnel, the cross flow air is generated by a mechanical fan
installed at one end. A honeycomb is also installed in the tunnel for flow stabilization. The other end
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of the tunnel is open. The air speed was controlled ranging from 0 to 4.5 m/s at designed levels (with
its mean profile exposed to the flame changed at intervals of about 0.1 m/s from case to case) and
monitored by a hot-wire anemometer. Fuel jet nozzles with the inner diameters of 3 to 8 mm and
wall thicknesses of about 1.5 mm were placed 0.5 m from the exit of the wind tunnel. The fuel
nozzle exit was located 0.3 m above the bottom level of the wind tunnel. The fuel was propane and
the flow rate was regulated by a gas flow rate meter. Corresponding experiments under normal
atmospheric pressure were conducted in a wind tunnel in Hefei (altitude 50 m; P∞=100 kPa). The air
speed is also ranging from 0 to 4.5 m/s with the same intervals. The details of this wind tunnel were
described previously [28]. The ambient temperature is around 291 K in Lhasa and 293 K in Hefei,
respectively. And the fuel temperature at the outlet of the nozzle is close to the environment
according to our measurement. The flames were recorded by a CCD camera. All experiments were
repeated three times.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Flame evolution and blow-out limit
Figure 2 shows photos of nonpremixed turbulent jet flames that exhibit typical variations in
shape when subjected to cross flows with increasing air speed, u∞. At a fixed fuel jet velocity of ue =
39.3 m/s for D = 3 mm and P∞ = 100 kPa (a), the flame is lifted even without the cross flow with a
lift-off height of 7.2 cm. This lifted flame behavior with cross flow is therefore different in nature
from a "wake-stabilized flame" [29] in which the flame is stabilized in the near-nozzle wake region
when the momentum flux ratio of the fuel jet to the air stream is small.
The result shows that there are three regimes depending on the air speed. For u∞, up to ~2.0 m/s,
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the degree of bending of the flame becomes more pronounced with increasing air speed.
Simultaneously, the flame height and length decrease and the blue flame region enlarges. This can be
attributed to enhanced air entrainment and mixing into the fuel region with u∞ in the region between
the nozzle and the lifted flame edge, leading to stronger partial premixing in the fuel core.
Consequently, the overall flame becomes less luminous.
As the air speed increases (to ~3.0 m/s), the overall flame shape does not change much and the
main flame body tends to be nearly parallel to the cross flow direction. The flame edge, which has a
nearly vertical shape, moves toward the downstream of the air flow. The flame becomes bluer and
much less luminous, while it also becomes elongated to some extent in the horizontal direction.
As the air speed increases further to an excessive level (over ~ 3.0 m/s), a stable flame cannot
be sustained. The flame transits from a lifted stable flame to extinction process. Similar to the
process observed by Moore [13] in co-flow condition, when the cross flow increases to a level
excessing a threshold of blow-out value, the flame transits from a lifted stable flame to instable
condition. The leading-edge of the flame front moves downstream with the shrinking of its flame
area gradually. Meanwhile, the trailing diffusion flame has also been significantly reduced in the
recession process. The whole flame ends with the disappearance of the leading edge and a blow-out
occurs. As exemplified in Fig. 2(a), in the process of increasing the cross flow velocity to next level
gradually, a blow-out occurs at u  3.37 m/s (real-time value monitored by the anemometer; when
reaching the blow-out case, the time for flame blow out (the time taken for the leading-edge of the
flame front moves downstream to finally blow-out) is in fact very short (less than 1 second)). The
last four photos in Fig. 2(a) show the evolution of flame during the blow-out process with a time
interval of 0.04 s. At u  3.30 m/s, the flame is sustained for over 3 min (we wait for 3 minutes to
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assure that the flame is not blown-out in one case to avoid uncertainty due to the fluctuation of the
flame itself in the cross flow). The critical cross flow speed at blow-out is defined as when the flame
cannot sustain and blow-out occurs; it is thus 3.37 m/s for this case.
A similar three-regime behavior can also be seen under the sub-atmospheric pressure (64 kPa)
condition for ue = 16.9 m/s as shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the close-up photos near the
lifted flame edges. There is an appreciable difference in lift-off heights between the windward side
and the lee side, which can be attributed to different mixing strengths on the two sides. Physically,
the flow field of a jet flame in the cross flow is more complicated than that of a free jet flame in
quiescent air because of the interaction of fuel jet and cross flow. In a cross flow, the flame edge at
the upper windward side could experience a relatively higher strain effect because of positive strain
in the transverse direction as compared with the lee side.
The blow-out limit in terms of the air speed of the cross flow versus the fuel jet velocity is
plotted in Fig. 3. The result shows that for P∞ = 100 kPa, the air speed at the blow-out limit increases
reasonably linearly with the fuel jet velocity, while for P∞ = 64 kPa, it increases with fuel jet velocity
and then decreases.
To examine this nonlinear behavior, the data are plotted with the velocities scaled with the
nozzle diameter in Fig. 4 along with the data by Kalghatgi [20] in normal pressure (P∞ = 100 kPa),
which can be found in the literatures concerning the topic of blow-out for propane fuel in cross flow
with the nozzle diameters in the range of 4-14 mm,

the fuel jet velocities ranging from 20 to 250

m/s, and the cross flow speed ranging from 0 to 8 m/s at the normal pressure (100 kPa). The result
shows that the present data at P∞ = 100 kPa and the previous ones [20] are consistent.
Both the cases with P∞ = 100 and 64 kPa show nonlinear behavior. Two regimes, the “cross
5

flow dominant” regime for relatively low fuel jet velocities and the “fuel jet dominant” regime for
relatively high fuel jet velocities, have been identified [20] (which is more clearly shown for the data
of P∞ = 100 kPa; meanwhile for the data of sub-atmospheric pressure (P∞ = 64 kPa), the turning point
for these two regimes are not very clear due to limited data at very high fuel jet velocity condition
that we could not accurately label it, however it is convinced that the data should be mainly locates
in “cross flow dominant” regime). The variation trend of blow-out cross flow speed with fuel jet
velocity is completely different in these two regimes, indicating the change of the dominant
mechanism. In the cross flow dominant regime, blow-out should be mainly induced by the strain
effect generated by the cross flow. In this case, firstly, the flame should be blown to be nearly
horizontal by the cross flow (in this stage, higher cross flow is needed at larger fuel jet velocity to
change the flame to be mainly horizontal). And then, the flame is blow-out by the cross flow along
the horizontal direction. Consequently, the critical air speed of the cross flow at blow-out increases
with fuel jet velocity until point A, where the jet fuel velocity reaches close to the value of the
self-blow-out limit in quiescent air (corresponding to point C where the air speed of the cross flow is
zero). After point A, since the fuel jet velocity is above the value of the self-blow-out limit under
quiescent conditions, there is a shift to the fuel jet dominant regime. That is, the flame blow-out is
mainly induced by the strain generated by the high-speed fuel jet itself. With the increase in the fuel
jet velocity, the flame is more strained and thus requires less aid from the cross flow to reach the
blow-out limit, such that the critical air speed of the cross flow at blow-out decreases with the fuel jet
velocity until its maximum value for a sustainable flame at point B. Note that the critical blow-out jet
fuel velocity at point B is higher than that in quiescent air (point C). This is because the cross flow
enhances the turbulent mixing of the surrounding air into the fuel jet, which decreases the jet fuel
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velocity as does the strain rate along the trajectory line. The flame cannot be sustained when the jet
fuel velocity is above that in “point B” even in the cross flow. To have a sustained flame, the fuel jet
velocity has to be decreased and then the critical air speed of the cross flow at blow-out also
decreases correspondingly (from point B to C) and finally becomes zero at the self-blow-out
condition (point C, where the blow-out is solely induced by the strain effect generated by the strong
fuel jet itself). These behaviors form a blow-out limit curve (or a stabilization domain enveloped by
the curve).
As the ambient pressure decreases to P∞ = 64 kPa, the blow-out limit curve shrinks appreciably
as compared with the case for P∞ = 100 kPa, implying that the flame is much more susceptible to
blow-out as the ambient pressure decreases in terms of the fuel jet and cross flow velocities. The
local maximum, u / D , at blow-out in this sub-atmospheric pressure condition decreases to about
400 s1, which is about one-third of that in the standard atmospheric pressure condition of about 1200
s1. The corresponding ue/D also decreases. It should be noted that the model proposed by Kalghatgi
[20] does not include the effect of pressure. As such, a more general physical model is needed to
understand the blow-out limit while also taking into account the pressure effect.

3.2 A physical model based on the Damköhler number
A schematic of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 5. In a cross flow, the flame is bent and a
trajectory line can be traced that originates from the center of the jet exit [30-31] (the inset represents
a co-flow flame configuration to determine a characteristic velocity, which is discussed below). At
blow-out, the edge flame can be extinguished at an excessive strain rate or in terms of the Damköhler
number, Da, which can be defined as the ratio between the mixing time,  m , and the characteristic
reaction time,  c , similar to the proposal for the case without cross flow by Broadwell [4]. The
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mixing time can be defined as L/u, where L is the mixing length and u is the characteristic velocity to
be defined later. The characteristic reaction time can be defined as /SL2, where  is the thermal
diffusivity ( = /cp , where  is the thermal conductivity,  is the density, and cp is the specific
heat at constant pressure) and SL is the laminar burning velocity, which has a pressure dependence
[32-34]. Then, the Damköhler number becomes:

Da 

m L / u

,
 c  / SL2

(1)

S L2
.
 Da

(2)

which can be rearranged as
u~L

There are two values, L and u, that need to be quantified for the blow-out condition in cross flows.
The critical Da is nearly constant for a jet without cross flow (5.6 for propane in Broadwell [4]). This
constant critical Da with cross flow is discussed below.
For the characteristic velocity at blow-out, the flame edge is almost parallel to the cross flow
direction with the tilting angle,, from the jet axis close to 90 (Fig. 5). In such a case, the flow
configuration of a nearly horizontal flame with cross flow may be regarded as a co-flow flame [35]
(similar to the inset in Fig. 5). This assumption also comes from the physical fact the blow-out
process observed is also similar to that reported by Moore [13] in co-flow condition as described in
section 3.1. However, it should be noted that this assumption will be more satisfied with strong cross
flow (for example, prior to “A” point in Fig. 4, where the flame has a relative large angle θ [close to
90] from the jet direction, and the blow-out is mainly dominated by the cross flow). It was reported
that the effective velocity [6-8], which combines the effects from the fuel jet and the co-flow, can be
calculated as
8

ueff  ue  C e / co uco ,

(3a)

where C is a constant of 40 [6-8].
Similarly, with cross flow, the effective velocity can be defined as
uc  uc  C e /  u sin  ,

(3b)

where uc is the local centerline velocity (fuel partially mixed with entrained air) and the value of sin,

 , is close to 1.
The local centerline velocity, uc, can be determined based on the centerline velocity profile in jet
flames with cross flow proposed by Hasselbrink [36]. It was reported [e.g., 36] that the scaling law
of the velocity profile was represented with the momentum ratio, R, between the fuel jet flow and the
1/ 2

 eue2 
cross flow air as R  
2 
   u 

in the far-field region ( ( y / D) / R  1), where the horizontal and

vertical velocity components, uc,x and uc,y , approach u and 0, respectively. The centerline
velocity in the x and y directions are expressed as:
1/2

u  uc,x
cυf
1  e   x 


 

1/3
u
 9cew  R      RD 
uc,y
ue



1/2

cuf

 9cew 

1/3

1  e   x 

 

R      RD 

Here, the entrainment coefficients are cυf  2.0 ,

cuf
(9cew )1/3

2/3

(x-direction);

(4a)

(y-direction).

(4b)

2/3

 1.1 and cew  0.32 ~ 0.73 with cew  0.73

in the far-field [36]. Then, the local fuel velocity at the centerline can be calculated from
2
2
uc  uc,x
 uc,y

.

(5)

Based on Eqs. (3b) and (5), a blow-out could occur when either the fuel jet velocity or the air speed
of the cross flow becomes excessive, which is physically in accordance with the observations in Fig.
3 and Fig. 4 in the “cross flow dominant” or the “fuel jet dominant” regime.
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The length scale, L, in the Damköhler number definition can be the critical length, Lcr, of the
flame trajectory line in the last stable condition. The arch length has been calculated based on its
coordinate (x, y) equation for the trajectory line, which is based on the momentum ratio (R) between
the fuel jet and the cross air flow, proposed in [30-31]:
The trajectory (arch) line coordinate (x, y) equation is provided in [30-31]
y
 x 
 A

RD
 RD 

B

(6)

where R is momentum ratio of fuel flow to cross flow, D is nozzle diameter; A and B are constants
and their values are reported in the literature [31] in the range of 1.2<A<2.6 (its exact value is solved
for each case based on its blow-out point coordinates (x, y) which we can know from the
experiments), and B=1/3. As all these parameters are independent of pressure, we can assume that
this equation is applicable in both pressures.
Then, the trajectory (arch) line length (s) [31] from its origin at any horizontal distance, x, can be
calculated by the following integration:
1/2

s

x

0

0

s   ds  

 dy 2
 
 2  1  1
 
 dx

(7a)

dx

Its corresponding value at critical blow-out condition (the critical horizontal distance xcr can be
measured from the experiments) is found as the length scale, Lcr:
1/2

Lcr  s x  x  

xcr

0

cr

 dy 2
 
 2  1  1
 
 dx

dx

(7b)

Note that the values of xcr (in Fig. 5) and corresponding Lcr are larger under sub-atmospheric pressure
than that under normal pressure at the same velocity conditions.
The measured value of the length scale, Lcr, from the experiments was non-dimensionalized by
the length scale of ue c . The values of  and SL under standard pressure were adopted from [4]. The
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value of  under sub-atmospheric pressure can be calculated based on the ambient density change
with pressure. And the relative change of SL with pressure can be calculated based on its pressure
dependence, SL  P( n2)/2 , in which the overall reaction order, n, can be specified as a global value
for a given fuel (1.75 for propane [32] used here), which is applicable in a range of ambient pressures
[32, 37-39]. Note that Lcr without cross flow (quiescent air) is in fact the critical lift-off length, which
is proportional to ue c [5]. Thus, the normalized value,

Lcr
, can be regarded as the ratio of the
ue c

lift-off length in the cross flow to that without cross flow at the blow-out condition.
This non-dimensionalized length scale,

Lcr
, is plotted against the inverse of the momentum
ue c

ratio between the fuel jet and cross air flow, 1/R, in Fig. 6. In the case without cross flow,

Lcr
ue c

should approach the value of about 2.04, as reported previously in quiescent air [5]. The result shows
that the critical length linearly correlates well with the momentum ratio for both the atmospheric and
sub-atmospheric pressures as




Lcr  ue c  2.04 

143.5 

 .

R 

(8)

The Damköhler number concept for blow-out in cross flow is tested by determining the critical
characteristic velocity, uc , calculated from Eqs. (3b) and (5), as well as the characteristic length
from Eq. (8), We have plotted uc in relation to

Lcr S L2
in Fig. 7 using the same critical Damköhler
 Da

number reported previously as 5.6 for propane for the case without cross flow [4]. The data of
Kalghatgi [20], which we can only find in the literatures on this topic in normal pressure, are also
included (their corresponding value of Lcr are calculated from our proposed relation (Eq. 8) as the
values of xcr were not provided in [20] that Lcr cannot be integrated from Eq. (7)). It is noted that, as
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indicated in Fig.4, the data of Kalghatgi covers both “cross flow dominant” and “fuel jet dominant”
regime, while the data in this work mainly locates in “cross flow dominant” regime (both in normal
pressure and sub-atmospheric pressure). We can make following observations regarding to Fig.7:
(1) Generally, the data of Kalghatgi converges well with our data following the linear correlation,
especially for the data at the “cross flow dominant” regime (prior to “A” point in Fig.4, with relative
large angle θ close to 90 degrees regarding definition in Fig.5), however;
(2) For the “fuel jet dominant” regime (beyond to “A” point in Fig.4), the data seems to some deviate
from the linear trend line. This is due to that in “fuel jet dominant” regime, the flame will be less
bended at relative lower cross flow compared with the strength of the fuel jet (with relative small
angle θ which should be some smaller than 90 degrees; however, as we do not know the exact value
of this angle for the data of Kalghatgi, we have to assume its sin (θ) to be 1 as we do for the “cross
flow dominant” regime, which will make the deduced value of

uc

to be some higher than is real

value, , as indicated by Eq. (3b)). So, in the “fuel jet dominant” regime, the basic “co-flow
assumption” with sin (θ) to be 1 is less satisfied in this condition. Concerning the extreme condition
with no cross flow (completely fuel jet dominant), the “co-flow assumption” model proposed in this
paper should be not applicable any more.
So, we must address and clarify that the proposed correlation should be more convincing for
application in the “cross flow dominant” regime at relative strong cross flow condition. As shown in
Fig.7, all the data in the “cross flow dominant” regime of Kalghatgi [20] and of this work can be well
converged and correlated by the following linear relation for both atmospheric and sub-atmospheric
pressures and for various nozzle diameters:

uc  1.74
12

Lcr SL2
.
 Da

(9a)

This implies that the model is unified in interpreting the blow-out behavior of the fuel jet both in
quiescent air and with cross flow including pressure effects, since the same critical Damköhler
number (5.6) has been used. When substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (9a) with  c   / SL2 , it becomes:

143.5 

ue  2.04 

R 
uc  
Da

(9b)

with constant Da. This relation is independent of the pressure and flow configuration. It can thus be a
practical and useful formula in correlating the blow-out limit for various diameters and pressures.
This relation also means for a given ue, the critical effective velocity, uc , is same for different
pressures (as Da is constant and independent of pressure). However, uc is reached by the
combining effects from fuel jet velocity, ue, and cross flow, u , along the trajectory line, L. In the
sub-pressure atmosphere, the critical Lcr or the value of xcr is larger, as the characteristic reaction
time,  c (=  / S L2 ) is dependent of pressure due to the change of the laminar flame speed with pressure
(this is also why even in no cross flow condition, the lift-off height is higher in the sub-atmospheric
pressure than that in normal pressure as shown in [27], which is due to the larger value of  c in the
sub-atmospheric pressure). This means for a same fuel jet velocity, ue, the value of RHS (Right Hand
Side) of Eq. (4a) is relatively smaller (or the ratio uc,x / u = 1 

1/2

cυf

 9cew 

1/3

1  e   x 

 

R     RD 

2/3

is larger)

with larger xcr in the sub-atmospheric pressure than that in normal pressure (note that in the blow-out
case the flame is nearly parallel to the cross flow and uc is mainly determined by the value of uc,x,
meanwhile uc,y is small and negligible). Then, according to Eq. (3a) (Eq. 3a can be further arranged
1/2
2/3


cυf
1  e   x 
as uc  u  1 
 ), for a same uc , the critical value

C

/

sin


 
e


1/3
  9cew  R     RD 


of u should be relatively smaller in the sub-atmospheric pressure as the value in the bracket is
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relatively larger. So, the pressure effect is in fact imbedded in the parameter-effective velocity, uc
with different values of critical trajectory line (lift-off) length, L, or more basically due to physically
the difference of laminar flame speeds in different pressures.

4. Concluding remarks
This paper presents an experiment investigation of blow-out behaviors of turbulent jet diffusion
flames with the combined effects of cross flow and atmospheric pressure, for which no data were
available in the past. A physical global model is proposed to describe the evolution of the blow-out
limit with cross flow in different ambient pressures. Major findings include:
The air speed with cross flow at the blow-out limit is much lower in a sub-atmospheric pressure
(64 kPa) environment than it is in a normal pressure (100 kPa) environment; the blow-out air speed
first increases and then decreases as the fuel velocity increases. The blow-out limit curve (or the
stabilization domain enveloped by this curve) shrinks as the ambient atmospheric pressure decreases.
A theoretical model that characterizes the blow-out limit of jet diffusion flame in cross flow
based on the Damköhler number is developed. Considering proper definitions of length and velocity
scales, all the experimental data can be collapsed into a single linear relation irrespective of the
nozzle diameter and pressure condition.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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Figure 2: Variation in the flame shape with air speed of the cross flow for D = 3
mm: (a) (ue [m/s], P∞ [kPa]) = (39.3, 100), (b) (16.9, 64), and (c) (19.7, 100).
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